Bag of Optical Flow Volumes for Image Sequence Recognition
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Abstract: This paper introduces a novel 3D interest point detector and bend - jump jack - jump - jplace - run - side - skip - walk - wave1 - wave2
feature representation for describing image sequences. The approach considers image sequences as spatio-temporal volumes and detects Maximally Stable Volumes (MSV) in efficiently calculated optical flow fields.
This provides a set of binary optical flow volumes highlighting the dominant motions in the sequences. Embedded in a simple bag-of-words
model, we achieve excellent results on the Weizmann dataset outperforming recent 3D interest point detection and description methods.
Figure 2: Illustration of the Maximally Stable Volumes (MSV) extracted
from the optical flow fields of the action sequences from the Weizmann
dataset. Note how each MSV has a unique volume surface, even the minor
differences between sideways galloping and skipping are visible.
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Pure binary volume: Please note that unlike other methods we solely
exploit the optical flow as feature and do not use any appearance information in our method but nevertheless achieve state-of-the-art performance
for the task of action recognition as it is shown in the experimental section.
Furthermore, since all steps of our method have shown to be real-time capable by themselves, the proposed approach potentially allows real-time
image sequence recognition.
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Experiments: To evaluate the performance of our proposed 3D interest
points, we applied it for the task of action recognition. The stable binary
flow volumes are used as feature representation and we either sample random points or we select points on the surface of the volumes. Different
combinations of interest point detection and feature representation and
descriptor methods are compared. See full paper for details.
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Table 1: Average recognition rates for the Weizmann dataset. Our method
is able to boost the performance on the entire video when compared with
related work using 3D interest points in a bag-of-words model. These
Figure 1: Illustration of image sequence description: First, optical flow results prove that simple optical flow volumes are a competitive feature
is calculated in the image sequence. Second, Maximally Stable Volumes representation for the task of image sequence recognition.
(MSV) are detected within the magnitude flow fields and used as feature Conclusion: The main contribution of this paper1 is a novel feature reprepresentation. Third, on the surface of these stable motion volumes 3D resentation based on MSV analysis of the optical flow in an image seinterest points are detected (blue dots) and described by a 3D shape con- quence. The resulting stable binary flow volumes are used for strong 3D
text method on the binary volume.
interest point detection and additionally calculating a discriminant spatioStable optical flow volume: Our approach analyzes the magnitudes of temporal descriptor. We demonstrate that interest points on the surface of
the estimated optical flow fields in the sequences. Instead of directly using these simple binary volumes are sufficient to recognize image sequences
the flow as feature representation as done in [2], we first detect connected in a bag-of-words model. In Table 1 we show an excellent overall recogbinary volumes in the optical flow magnitude fields of the sequence. For nition performance of 96.7% for the task of action recognition on the
this we apply Maximally Stable Volume (MSV) detection [1] which is an well-known Weizmann action dataset.
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the image sequences in terms of optical flow volume signatures.

